NATURAL DIVERSITY DATA BASE AREAS
VOLUNTOWN, CT

EXPLANATION

This map depicts known locations of rare and threatened species and their natural habitats in the
VOLUNTOWN, CT area. The map information is neither current nor complete.

DATA SOURCES

BASE MAP DATA: Based on data originally from
USGS, USFWS, and the State of Connecticut. Includes
protected areas, shoreline, major water bodies,
roads and railroads. This is an image version of the
Digital Spatial Data shown on the map. This data
may be used only for non-commercial purposes.

PATH AND DIRT ROAD DATA: Use of the CT ECO
Interactive Map Viewers at this location is possible using the data shown on the map. This data
may be used only for non-commercial purposes.

For more information complete a
Natural Diversity Data Base Digital Data
Locate Sites and to View NDDB Areas with Aerial Imagery.

Use the CTECO Interactive Map Viewers at
http://www.cteco.org. To use the map:
Download the base map digital spatial data shown on
the map. If the project is within a shaded area on
the map, it is a State Listed Species and critical habitat.
The map is intended to provide an overview of the
natural community. For more information contact
DEEP, Bureau of Natural Resources, Wildlife Division.